BUILDING A

PRINCES HILL PRIMARY
YEAR 3/4 LEARNING INQUIRY

INTRODUCTION

After reflecting on previous inquiries at the school
the 3/4 teachers realised there was a pattern in
the concepts underpinning inquiries in the school.
Concepts in P-2 were quite individual, looking at
the child and their place in the world. The year
5/6s on the other hand addressed and focussed on
global concepts and how the individual can impact
on global events and actions. This led us to look
at what changes were needed to bring about this
understanding and build the skills and thinking
required to bridge the gap between junior school
concepts and those in the senior school.

We related it to a knowledge of the
different systems of the world and
where these fit in our lives, socially
and culturally and what the knowledge
was that encompassed this. We knew
we needed to provide experiences
for the children to make those links
between their lives and the alignment
of these with the systems of the world.

M E A S A PA R T O F A C O M M U N I T Y

We brought in seeds, objects and artefacts, that are important to us.
Through sharing these, explaining what was important about them

what makes
us a part of a
community?

and seeing what other people shared, we made connections between
these personal artefacts. We built a seed wall where we connected
our seeds to others in the learning neighbourhood based on a variety
of attributes. We found a relationship between the sharing of knowledge
and the audience and decided to explore museums as a model for this
in our community.

M U S E U M A S A M E A N S T O C U R A T E I M P O R TA N T
K N O W L E D G E A N D E X P ER I ENCE

how do
we identify
and curate
important
cultural
knowledge?

We worked in groups to develop museum exhibitions
to show our understanding of how museums curate
and share knowledge with the community, the
systems which allow museums to operate and what
were important features of museums. We explored
different museums across the world to find patterns
which would help us to understand how a museum
works and the decision making process museums
go through prior to exhibiting.
“We searched a whole bunch of different museums. And we
looked at what was special about them. They were famous
for different reasons. Most of the museums had exhibits or
were based on different things.”
Heath

“Google Cultural Institute gave us a sense of what different
museums are like. We can use this to help us when we
build our own museums.”
Lexi

OU R OW N M U S E U M AS A ME A N S OF I D E N T IFYING
I M P O R TA N T K N O W L E D G E TO O U R C O M M U N I T Y

how can we create
something that
is of value and
has longevity in
the community?

This led us to ask the question
what if Princes Hill Primary School
had its own museum? What would
it look like? How would it reflect
the community? What is important
to the community of Princes Hill
Primary School?

Drawing from the seeds we brought in at

what they thought would be important for

These research questions were mostly

Some groups went on trips to research

the beginning, our new understandings of

the museum. A variety of exhibits were

related to the design of the museum:

information for our exhibits while others

what artefacts different museums have

decided upon and the creation of our school
museum began.

How is it organised?

spoke to experts. One group walked down

and the relationship to the community, we
designed ideas for our own exhibitions.
We formed groups and developed more of
an understanding of collecting important
artefacts and questioning what is truly
important to the community. We surveyed
members of the community to find out

We developed research questions and

How many artefacts are there?

Lygon Street to talk to business owners
about what makes their organisations iconic

How old are they?

while others went to Princes Park to interview

around Melbourne. The research questions

How interactive are the displays?

park goers. Botanists and entomologists

were conceived in groups to help us in

How many different senses are used?

used these on visits to different museums

developing our own exhibits.

spoke to some groups about their exhibits
and shared their ideas of curating.

D E SI GNING MU SEUMS FOR A PUR POSE

To help us understand how a museum is designed we invited architects,
Bob Earl and Antony Martin to explain to us how they design buildings.

how is a
museum
designed?

They shared with us examples of different museums and buildings and
the process of designing which includes listening to the client, reflecting
the community and being purposeful. We designed conceptual models of
museums in a variety of forms including Minecraft and Google Sketchup
as well as physical models made of balsa wood.

The designs of museums are very unique and that’s a
good thing because no museum is the same. We made
ours unique by putting it outside when most museums
are inside. This makes it interesting for people visiting.”
Pippa

Pete Wilson, a
designer from the
Melbourne Museum
also came to visit
and talk to us about
how exhibits are
designed.

A P R I N C E S HI L L P R I MAR Y S C H O O L M U S E U M AS
A MEANS TO CONNECT WITH OUR COMMUNITY

how can we
tell our story
and express
our important
knowledge?

As our exhibits started to take shape we asked for feedback from
Cam Hocking at the museum. He visited and along with everyone from
the neighbourhood we offered feedback to each of the exhibits helping
us to make improvements.
To further improve our exhibits we took them to the Melbourne Museum
for a pop up. We set up our exhibits to share and received feedback from
the museum staff.

The most important thing I’ve learnt about museums is
that they hold a lot of interesting artefacts or precious
artefacts and they are a source of information about the
present and past.”
Hannah M

THE PRINCES HILL PRIMARY
SCHOOL MUSEUM COMES TO LIFE

how can
we share
our exhibits
with the
community?

In the final stage before the museum came
to life we worked together to decide on how
our exhibits would be installed. We wrote a
proposal to be able to share our exhibits in
the school foyer and had to draw designs
for how it would be set up.

knitting & sewing

We have created a peaceful and creative sanctuary of expressing
art through knitting and sewing. There are many hand crafted
toys, blankets, books, and fabric that can inspire museum visitors
to create something new and meaningful to them. Knitting and
sewing are connected to the community because without these
creative expressions, we wouldn’t have anything that will keep
us warm!
Rasya, Miro, Summer & Hannah P

places of carlton

Imagine if you lived in a country where there were no special
places, no amazing culture or beautiful buildings. Luckily for the
people of Carlton they don’t have to. Enjoy a trip to the city in this
exhibit where you will experience iconic places in Carlton. Learn
about the Melbourne Zoo, local business and restaurants and
other places that are special to Carlton.
Sofia, Greta MP, Hayden, Cooper, Kobey & Felix D

Italians of Carlton
The local area of Carlton is a hub of Italian Culture in
Melbourne. In the 1950’s Carlton was the first step for many
Italians immigrating to Australia. Today in Carlton, you see
the spread of culture through its restaurants, churches and
within the people.
In this exhibit you will experience lots of interactive objects,
hear stories about Italians traveling to Carlton and learn
about local restaurants as well as the country of Italy.

benvenuto

Anabelle, Vittoria, Heath, Greta GJ, Heba, Hafsa, Alexis & Daniel S

Italian Experience
I decided to explore the idea of creating an Italian exhibition
because our school is situated in North Carlton and in this
particular area, there are a lot of Italian migrants, businesses
and Italian language experiences. My exhibit contains great
facts about Italian fashions, art, culture and geography.
I have connected my own personal Italian family heritage.
Lila Rose

Italian
We have enjoyed representing the traditional cultures of Italy.
You will be immersed in reading our facts about Italy and
will like interacting with our wonderful hand made Italian
artefacts. You will learn quite a lot about the history of Italy
and how the Italian language is connected with learning at
Princes Hill Primary School.
Olivia M, Stephanie & Vy

soccer

Birrarung FC

Soccer

Go Birrarung! Birrarung is a top soccer club in our local area.
Come and find out all about our club constitution, club rules
and expectations, uniforms, achievements and history. We are
very proud to be a part of this wonderful club and so are many
other Princes Hill Primary School students.

Soccer is our passion! We love the game! We would like to
share with the community information about the different
soccer clubs from all around the world and how they impact
greatly on prospective players for the future. Come and
interact with our soccer goal game, read our soccer magazines
and take a look at our soccer dream team Futwiz cards.

Rufus & Charlie

Sebastian, George, Louie, Oliver F, Jack & Ludvig

Sports
Sports is very important to the Princes Hill Community.
There are lots of people who participate in many different
sports across the area but soccer is one of the most popular.
Soccer started in China thousands of years ago and is played
across the world. This exhibit explores the game of soccer
and teaches you parts of the game. Kick through the exhibit to
learn about skills, history, important people as well as facts
about the game.
Joe, Hayyu, Isaac & Zach

a place to call home

Housing over the years has changed significantly. Houses are a great
part of the community and around the local area you can see many
features from different eras of housing from the 1850s to now.
In the exhibit you will see different materials used to build houses,
learn about different features and see the paint colours from the
past. Come on an interactive adventure which will step you through
the history of housing in Pigdon Street.
Poppy, Ava & Daisy

‘our exhibition is
important to our
community because
friendship is a
very big part of
our community’
Jarred, Lachlan & Ruben

Princes Hill Primary School Bazaar

Fashion

The Art of Recycling!

Eat and drink with your favourite book!

Our exhibit is the Bazaar. The first step of the
exhibit was to get the sponsors. We collected all
the sponsors. It was time to get some information
so we asked Gabi – the Bazaar coordinator some
questions and had them answered.

We are encouraging you to think more about the
fashions that you wear! From the formal to the
very informal styles – there are no limits! Have
a look and explore the various fashion styles
that are represented throughout our exhibit and
have a think about what style of fashion you are
currently wearing. Flick through our fashion
journals and have a go at our fashion dress ups
for some fun!

Looking after the environment is very
important and understanding how to put your
rubbish in the correct bin is very necessary for
us to keep a clean and safe future. We want our
museum visitors to learn all the right ways to
recycle and understand that recycling helps
us have a cleaner and brighter future.

We would like to express the great qualities
of reading enjoyable books while eating and
drinking at a local cafe in the community.
Browse through the books and wait patiently
for your hot chocolate to be made and enjoy
having a nice, calm and relaxing experience.

We wondered how the bazaar started so we
found the information that we needed – the
bazaar started from a mothers group in 1917
at Princes Hill Primary School.
Ana & Nina

Bianca, Jasmine & Taylor

Lily, Seena & Nastassja

Alima

‘working with
people was inspiring.
It helped me know
new people and also
helped our museum’
Vittoria

Music

The Mystery of the Mansion!

Sport

Culture

What style of music do you enjoy listening to?
We have it all. Information about various music
bands, research on favorite genres of music and
interactive musical instruments that you can
strum or bang a beat to. Come and make lots of
noise and live for your favourite genre of music.

This is a suspenseful reading exhibit that contain
the fabulous writing styles of author Evie Mews!
Come and be blown away by the incredibly funny
Mr Smarty Pants series and then be whisked
away to the adventures of Evieland and learn
about all of the adventures each character takes.
Be amazed by the fabulously talented illustrator
Rebecca Snow, as she has drawn some fantastic
illustrations to company the stories featured.

Sport is a very important part of life, in order to
keep healthy and active. By exercising regularly,
you can build muscle, strength and endurance.
Museum visitors can learn about the history of
some sporting activities and how playing sport
influences students as Princes Hill Primary
School. You can find out about local sporting
clubs that operate in the local areas and find
out ways about how to become involved.

The culture exhibit explores the diversity of
people in our community. Through research
and data collection, the exhibit aims to provide
a snapshot of that diversity.

Evie & Rebecca

Ruby D

Nieve, Sophie & Mirsu

Lacey, Georgia & Mirsu

visual arts

Art
Emily Floyd, Ben Sheppard, Andy Goldsworthy and Laura
Luzar are all artists that we would like to share with the
community! From art subjects such as drawing with Biro on
walls to colourful images of rock guitarists, we have it all!
Come and create your own artworks with your new found
creative inspiration and discover the very special link that
all of these artists share with Princes Hill Primary School.
Gabrielle, Tessa B & Cara

Drawing
We have created our wonderful exhibit with pens, pencils,
paper and other materials. It’s about celebrating art with
our community, because the visual arts are highly valued at
Princes Hill Primary School. This exhibit is important because
many people at Princes Hill Primary School are drawing and
painting all the time and they need some inspiration. We have
decided to put drawings in our exhibit so people could get
some ideas, which we think is very important.
Bonnie, Ivy R & Mahek

technology

Take a step back in time and discover what were some of the first
radios, telephones and cameras that were invented in the 20th
century. Discover why technological devices were invented and
how they have made an important impact on the community today.
Participate in various interactive experiences by connecting battery
power to operate light bulbs, create your own arcade games and
take tours through using QR codes to learn more.
Henry, Oscar, Iggy, Callum, Freddie, Will, Daniel CB, Gideon & Daniel B

‘one of the hardest parts
of making the museum
was finding information
about animals. But it was
still fun...’
Marnie

Amazing Little Critters

Birds

Claws

Princes Hill Primary School Animals

The Amazing Little Critters exhibit is focused
around fascinating bugs around PHPS.

Lots of trees and grasses in Carlton mean there
are lots of different birds in the local area. All of
these birds have many amazing features.

Animals play an important role in Earth’s
survival. This exhibit will teach you all about
the animals we share this local community
with. From possums to cats and dogs you will
learn interesting facts about survival, food
and habitats.

Animals are very important to us. Animals can
have a significant impact on how we feel and
how we express our emotions. Come and learn
about how to care for animals and experience a
fun and caring fortune telling frog that is filled
with great wisdom! Take a look into a replica
habitat of an animal that can be found in the
community and participate in an animal drawing
competition for some fun.

The local environment is home to many
different types of insects. Each of these may be
familiar to you but they all have unique features
that make them interesting to learn about.
At the exhibit you will read informative posters
and have a chance to use a microscope.
Laurie, Aidan, Louisa, Louis, Kit, Felix R, Tama,
Sabine & Hugo

In this exhibit you will learn about these
different types of birds, where they live and what
they eat. Take an adventure of bird watching and
fly through the Birds of Carlton Exhibit.
Alessi, Elliott, Alessia & Oliver B

Come and adventure through the wonder of
Claws museum and experience movies to watch,
games to play and even a real animal robot.
Kate, Lola & Marnie

Lekzi

animals

We love animals! Many people do. We researched many different
types of animals that can be found in the global and in our
local communities. Come and read all of the wonderful animal
information fact sheets and learn about how animals survive in
their habitats. Take a spin of our spinning wheel and learn even
more about animals from all over the world! Experience our live
crickets and woodies display!
Abbie, Holly & Tessa VB

friendship

Our Friendship Tree
We would like the community to experience in depth
learning about the great qualities of friendship. We have
collected beautiful artefacts that many people have made
and have represented them on our friendship tree.
Ivy H & Mavis

Friendship Stories
We have completed extensive research investigations
about why friendship is important to the students and staff
of Princes Hill Primary School. We have gathered many
friendship stories through art, film and sculpture making.
Friendship is a very important aspect of how our community
interacts with each other, as friendships can become
life-long bonds.
Ruben, Jarred, Thomas, Franklin, Lachlan & Archie

robotic technology

We would like to share with the community important knowledge
about robots. Robots are an important part of the growing
technology of the future and technology is very useful as it lights
up the world. Visitors can have interactive experiences with robots
that we have made as an exhibit group and learn about how robots
work by reading the information presented on our wall.
Shaakir, Dante, Max, Ermiyas & Sora

‘my experience is on
how electricity was
formed, when it was
formed and how it
developed over time’
Lexi

A stroll in Princes Park

Story of the school

AFL

Light it up!

Did you know that Princes Park has their own
stadium? Do you know what football teams
train there?

This exhibit tells the story of Princes Hill
Primary School, from when it was created to
when the red brick building burned down, all
the way to now. In this exhibit you will learn
about what students did when the school didn’t
have enough room, why the rest of the school
was built and when the gym was added. Take a
walk through history as you experience artifacts
from the past and find out about the school.

In Victoria AFL and cricket are very popular
and this is no different in Princes Hill. In our
community these sports are played by many kids.

Technology and electricity are very important
parts of our lives. Without them we would find it
harder to communicate, live and see in the dark.

This exhibit will explore how AFL came to be a
sport and who invented it as well as the history
of both sports.

Within the “Light it up!” exhibit you will learn
about the past and present of electricity and
technology. when it formed, how it formed
and how it developed over time. You will learn
about different electricity companies, kinds of
electricity used in the past and different things
you can do with electricity.

Come and explore the joyful thrills of Princes
Park, find out about the different functions
and entertainments. Princes Park has many
exciting activities and games to explore, fun
facts to find out about and you can even feel
your way around Princes Park.
Saskia, Zoe & Mia

Loula, Mabel, Olivia MM, Kitty & Winta

Learn about clothing worn by sports players,
equipment used and the skills required for each
sport through interactive and hands experiences.
Hugh & Tem

Lexi

minerals

We believe minerals are interesting and fun to learn about. We
began researching about minerals from all over the world and
displayed various mineral artefacts to show our museum audience
what they look and feel like. Minerals are important for the
community to learn about because they can be found in our daily
diet, the electronic devices we use and even in our backyards!
Nicole, Alet, Georgia & Sumeia

natural environment

Grow!
Welcome to the plant exhibition at the Princes Hill Primary
School Museum. The exhibition is an opportunity to learn
about plants and how to help the environment. When visiting
the Grow! exhibit you will learn about taking care of plants
and why it is important to have plants in our lives.
Take your time and look at all of the live artefacts that
make up the exhibition. Take a leisurely walk through the
vegetable garden and wander through the trees in the area.
Explore the audio guide and QR tour about the fascinating
flora of Princes Hill.
Pippa, Allegra, Hannah M & Jade

Nature
The environment is very important to our everyday lives.
Without the environment, there would be no life on Earth! Our
nature exhibit highlights beautiful plants that can be found in
the local Princes Hill area. Visitors can see our seeds growing
in a garden we have created and take part in various nature
fact games for fun.
Elsie, Mahek, Dia & Ruby R

scientific

We believe that a science exhibit would be best to feature inside
our Princes Hill Primary Museum because science is really
important, as atoms have been keeping up the buildings and heat
has been keeping us warm for many years. We want our visitors
to learn and experience wonderful science experiments and
share their new science knowledge with the community, after
interacting with our exhibit.
Ben & Elyas

We would like to acknowledge Cam Hocking and
the team at Museum Victoria who have supported
us from the beginning. Their role in our inquiry and
their understanding of what we were trying to achieve
has been instrumental in the Princes Hill Primary
School Museum coming to life. Thank you all for
helping us to make our big ideas become a reality.
We would also like to thank the following people
for their contributions, collaborations and support
in the exploration and implementation of our
Princes Hill Primary School Museum: Museum
Victoria, Bob Earl, Cameron Hocking, Trefor Morgan,
Peter Wilson, Malcolm Jackson, Antony Martin,
Hannah McVean; The 3/4 teaching team, Hannah
Rother-Gelder, Esme Capp, Kerri Gibson, Anne
O’Sullivan; all the parents who assisted on our
excursions; and of course, the students whose
curiosity, focus and hard work have guided us
along this exciting path of discovery and learning.
An overwhelmingly heartfelt thank you to
Teresa Di Sipio whose creative skill and eye for detail
is evident in every page of this wonderful book.
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